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Rope to tighten 
the mesh

Large interior

Patented 
spreader bars

drainage tie

double zip 
for access

impregnated
mosquito net

Pocket for ground pad
(ground pad not included)

endless strap

nylon Ripstop material
(impregnated, strong, breathable)

Practical
inside pocket

Thermo pocket for ground pad drainage tie Hammock can be used on both sides - 
with or without the net



Adventure Moskito HAMMock tHerMo

ca. 275 x 140 cm max. 150 kg ca. 470 gca. 15 cm (each)
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Ultra-Light Revolution: One of the world’s lightest hammocks, with mosquito net and thermo compartment

The ultra-light hammock AdvenTURe MOskiTO HAMMOck THeRMO  comes with a practical mosquito net and built-in 
pocket for a ground pad (ground pad not included). 
Both fabric and mosquito net are impregnated with TAnATeX insect protection.  This impregnation provides lasting  
protection against flying insects such as mosquitoes and biting midges as well as against crawling insects such as ticks, 
ants, cockroaches and mites, which will not even sit on the material or the net.
despite this the impregnation has been proven to be completely safe for humans. it is also kind to the skin, odourless,  
heat-resistant and washable (up to fifty washes).

The AdvenTURe MOskiTO HAMMOck THeRMO is ultra-light, the pack dimensions are very small, and both sides can be 
used: with or without the net. But it is also extremely robust and can hold up to 150 kg.

You get in from the side by opening a double zip. The net is kept away from the body using the cord enclosed. Generous 
interior thanks to the patented spreader bars (included). 2 drainage ties included.

PROdUcT dATA:

- item number/eAn:  AZ-1030430 / 4030454006330
- Total length:   approx. 305 cm (including suspension loops)
- Max. dimensions ground pad:  approx.  240 x 64 cm
- Material:    100% ultra-light, extra strong, breathable nylon Ripstop (20d)
    Material surface and net have been impregnated with the insect repellent of TAnATeX
- Packaging:    Banderole for hanging or standing
    extra-small colour-coordinated textile bag containing the hammock 
    (reusable bag, sewn onto hammock at the side)
- Bag measurements:  approx. 33 x 8,5 cm
- can be combined with:  Tarps: Adventure Tarp, Moskito Tarp, Traveller Tarp
    Ropes: Adventure Rope, Microrope, T-strap
    Accessories: Underquilt
- customs tariff number:   63069000000
- country of origin:  china
- individual pack dimensions:  approx. 330 x 155 x 85 mm
- Master box:   approx. 460 x 290 x 350 mm / 10,7 kg /contains 20 units


